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Abstract

Manually annotating data for computational
social science tasks can be costly, time-
consuming, and emotionally draining. While
recent work suggests that LLMs can perform
such annotation tasks in zero-shot settings, lit-
tle is known about how prompt design impacts
LLMs’ compliance and accuracy. We conduct
a large-scale multi-prompt experiment to test
how model selection (ChatGPT, PaLM2, and
Falcon7b) and prompt design features (defini-
tion inclusion, output type, explanation, and
prompt length) impact the compliance and ac-
curacy of LLM-generated annotations on four
CSS tasks (toxicity, sentiment, rumor stance,
and news frames). Our results show that LLM
compliance and accuracy are highly prompt-
dependent. For instance, prompting for numer-
ical scores instead of labels reduces all LLMs’
compliance and accuracy. The overall best
prompting setup is task-dependent, and minor
prompt changes can cause large changes in the
distribution of generated labels. By showing
that prompt design significantly impacts the
quality and distribution of LLM-generated an-
notations, this work serves as both a warning
and practical guide for researchers and practi-
tioners.

1 Introduction

NLP systems for computational social science
tasks have traditionally relied on manually anno-
tating large datasets, which can yield high-quality
labels but at the expense of time, money, and emo-
tional labor. Many studies are thus turning to
prompting LLMs for text annotations for many
tasks such as toxicity (Li et al., 2024) and news
frame detection (Gilardi et al., 2023). Results (Li
et al., 2024; Qin et al., 2023; Gilardi et al., 2023)
show that LLMs like ChatGPT and PaLM can per-
form these text annotation tasks in zero-shot set-

Figure 1: Prompt variations used in our experiments

ting, i.e., through prompts containing instructions
on how to annotate the data. However, there is little
large-scale, systematic, empirical evidence about
what prompt designs are most effective across com-
putational social science tasks.

Most research on benchmarking LLMs’ perfor-
mance report results using just one prompt design
(Wang et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023; Gilardi et al.,
2023). While numerous guides for LLM prompting
exist (DAIR, 2023; Giray, 2023; Akin, 2023; Bach
et al., 2022), they do not all offer the same guid-
ance, and leave many empirical questions unan-
swered. For example, most guides suggest making
the prompts as “descriptive and detailed” as possi-
ble (DAIR, 2023). However, longer prompts make
tasks more expensive as LLM costs depend on the
number of input tokens. Can re-writing prompts
for concision still maintain accuracy?

Separate from prompt designs that lead to accu-
rate outputs, there is little systematic evidence on
the extent of LLMs’ compliance with input prompt
instructions. It is important that LLMs generate
valid output that conforms to the instructions pro-
vided in the prompt since non-compliance wastes
both time and money. Qin et al. (2023) report some
examples where ChatGPT does not comply with
the input prompt – despite explicit instructions to
generate “positive” or “negative” sentiment labels
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only, ChatGPT generates “neutral” or “mixed” as
the label. In the absence of any systemic evidence,
however, it remains unclear whether certain prompt
designs are more or less likely to generate compli-
ant outputs.

To understand the relationship between prompt
design and LLM compliance and accuracy, we con-
ducted a large-scale multi-prompt experiment to
annotate four datasets including toxicity, sentiment,
rumor stance, and news frames, using three LLMs
(ChatGPT, PaLM2, Falcon7b). Inspired by a com-
bination of popular prompting practices (DAIR,
2023) and practical constraints (e.g., prompting
costs), we vary prompts along four dimensions
(see Figure 1): i) definition inclusion (yes/no),
ii) output type (label or numerical score), iii) ex-
planation (yes/no), and iv) prompt length (stan-
dard/concise). We follow a complete factorial de-
sign to generate 16 different prompts (2*2*2*2)
for each task and produce a large multi-task, multi-
model, multi-prompt design experiment with a
combined 362,928 annotations.

Our results show that LLM compliance and ac-
curacy are highly prompt-dependent, especially for
multi-class tasks, and that prompts’ influences vary
by model. For example, Falcon7b’s compliance
on rumor stance varies up to 55% across different
prompts. ChatGPT’s accuracy on news framing
varies up to 14% across prompts. Below, we report
our key findings for individual prompt designs:

• Prompting for numerical scores instead of la-
bels reduces both compliance and accuracy
for most LLMs and tasks.

• Prompting with definitions improves Chat-
GPT’s accuracy without reducing its com-
pliance. Prompting with definitions reduces
PaLM2’s and Falcon7b’s compliance.

• The impact of concise prompts on accuracy
and compliance is highly task and model de-
pendent. For example, prompting PaLM2
with concise prompts reduces the cost of ru-
mor stance annotations without decreasing
compliance and accuracy. In most cases, how-
ever, concise prompts adversely impact either
accuracy or compliance.

• Prompting LLMs to explain their input im-
proves their compliance with prompt instruc-

tions. However, this also changes the distribu-
tion of generated labels. For example, Chat-
GPT annotates 34% more content as neutral
when prompted to explain its output.

Taken together, we highlight inconsistent effects
of prompt design features across tasks, but also
point to several best practices for researchers and
practitioners. Crucially, we caution that different
prompting strategies can yield different annotation
distributions which may in turn affect social sci-
ence research results.

2 Related Work

2.1 LLMs for NLP+CSS

NLP systems for computational social science
tasks often require manual annotations to train
classifiers and evaluate the effectiveness of unsu-
pervised models (Gilardi et al., 2023). In many
instances, these applications demand the support
of crowd-workers sourced from platforms such
as MTurk to annotate data samples (Huynh et al.,
2021; Gilardi et al., 2023). However, the financial
cost of data annotation is often high, and the demo-
graphics of annotators can influence the objectivity
of the annotations (Díaz et al., 2022). For specific
annotation tasks, such as toxicity detection, annota-
tors are exposed to harmful and offensive content.
This exposure limits the pool of available annota-
tors and restricts the volume of content they can
reasonably review (Li et al., 2024).

The advancements of LLMs like ChatGPT and
Google PaLM are transforming the landscape of an-
notation tasks in NLP (Gilardi et al., 2023; Kocoń
et al., 2023). A major advantage of using LLMs
for annotations discussed extensively in the litera-
ture is the cost-effectiveness, as LLMs potentially
offer a more economical solution for large-scale
annotation needs (Wang et al., 2021; Gilardi et al.,
2023). Moreover, as suggested by Li et al. (2024),
using LLMs for such annotation can protect anno-
tators, particularly those from marginalized groups,
by sparing them from exposure to harmful content
that could otherwise induce undue pressure (Li
et al., 2024). Another advantage of using LLMs
for annotations is their explainability and reasoning
capabilities (Zhang et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023;
Liu et al., 2023). Huang et al. (2023) observed
that ChatGPT could generate quality explanations
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comparable to human annotators for implicit hate
speech (Huang et al., 2023).

Recent studies (Qin et al., 2023; Kocoń et al.,
2023) have presented substantial progress in using
LLMs for annotations, which could help a broad
set of NLP tasks, including but not limited to, senti-
ment classification (Wang et al., 2023; Okey et al.,
2023), news summarization (Zhang et al., 2024),
rumor detection (Liu et al., 2024), and toxicity iden-
tification (Li et al., 2024). However, most research
on benchmarking LLMs’ performance on NLP
tasks has reported results using just one prompt
design. Even when researchers (Wang et al., 2023;
Huang et al., 2023) designed multiple prompts,
they tested their prompts on a small sample and
reported final results using only one prompt due
to the high computational and monetary costs in-
volved in testing complete datasets on multiple
prompts.

2.2 Prompt Design

Prompts are a set of instructions designed to en-
gage and guide the behavior of LLMs (White et al.,
2023; Giray, 2023). Typically, a prompt consists
of four elements (DAIR, 2023): (1) Instruction – a
specific task for the model to perform, (2) Context –
additional information, such as concept definitions,
to help generate better responses, (3) Input data –
the question or data for the model to respond to
or annotate, and (4) Output indicator – the desired
type or format of the response. When designed
properly, prompts can vastly expand the range of
tasks that LLMs can handle without requiring new
training data or modifications to the underlying
models (Zhang et al., 2021).

Researchers have explored a variety of prompt-
ing techniques to interact with LLMs, such as zero-
shot (Xian et al., 2017), few-shot (Brown et al.,
2020), and chain-of-thought (Wei et al., 2022).
Amongst these, zero-shot prompting is most widely
used as users can provide input instructions with-
out needing additional labeled examples or training
data (Wei et al., 2021). Few-shot prompting is use-
ful for in-context learning where LLMs can learn
from a few input and output examples added in
the prompt (Brown et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020).
Chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting has recently
gained attention due to its ability to elicit complex
and multi-step reasoning by providing instructions

in a step-by-step manner (Wei et al., 2022). In
our study, we use single-step zero-shot prompting
as the approach is most scalable and easy to draft
when annotating large datasets.

Numerous guides have also been released on
formulating zero-shot input prompts (DAIR, 2023;
Giray, 2023; Akin, 2023; Bach et al., 2022). Most
guides suggest making the prompts as “descrip-
tive and detailed” (DAIR, 2023) as possible. Other
guidelines include prompting with clear definitions
to reduce the gap between humans and LLMs (Gi-
ray, 2023; Akin, 2023). While generally useful,
the guides provide little empirical evidence to back
their claims. Empirically, Li et al. (2024) intro-
duced prompting for numerical scores to enhance
LLM performance on toxicity detection by select-
ing different thresholds (Li et al., 2024).Nguyen
and Rudra (2024) introduced prompting for expla-
nations and underlined LLMs’ potential to generate
human-like annotations.

3 Experiment Details

In this section, we first explain the different input
prompts designed for our experiments and then de-
scribe the LLMs and tasks used for the experiment.

3.1 Prompt Design

We limited our experiment to single-stage zero-
shot prompts as they are the most cost-effective
and scalable for annotating large datasets. First,
we designed a prompt for each task and then in-
troduced 4 variations (shown in Figure 1) in each
task-specific prompt. The prompts and their varia-
tions were inspired by a combination of prior work
on prompting LLMs (Qin et al., 2023; Ding et al.,
2023; Li et al., 2024) and practical factors such as
the prompt’s fixed annotation cost.

Definition (yes or no): prompting with or with-
out output class definitions. We used the same defi-
nitions provided to human raters when the datasets
were first annotated in prior work. We introduced
this variation for all tasks except sentiment analy-
sis as no sentiment definitions were made available
in prior work.

Output type (label or score): prompting for
a final output label or numerical (probabilistic)
scores for individual labels. Li et al. (2024) in-
troduced prompting for numerical scores to control
the precision and recall in LLM-generated data.
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Prompt design ∆(Num of words and fixed cost)

Adding definitions +91.97%
Asking for explanation +10.31%
Asking for numerical scores +22.37%
Concise version -53.97%

Table 1: Changes in prompt length and fixed annotation
cost due to different prompt designs

Explanation (yes or no): prompting the model
to provide an explanation in its output or not. Ex-
planations can add useful context to the LLM’s
performance and errors but it can also introduce
challenges in automated parsing of the output.

Prompt length (standard or concise): prompt-
ing with the standard prompt or its concise version.
Standard prompts were descriptive and detailed
to achieve best performance (DAIR, 2023; Akin,
2023). Concise prompts were paraphrased ver-
sions (~ 53% less words) of the standard prompt
generated using GPT-3 to reduce the fixed cost per
annotation as LLM API costs are dependent on
the number of input tokens. We manually verified
every concise prompt to ensure that they contain
all the information from the standard prompt.

More generally, each prompt variation is of a
different length and can impact the fixed cost per
annotation. Table 1 shows the change in the num-
ber of words due to each prompt variation, which
is indicative of the change in annotation costs. A
list of all the prompts used in the experiment is
provided in Appendix Table 10.

3.2 Models

We used three instruct-tuned LLMs in our ex-
periment – ChatGPT (GPT3.5-turbo), PaLM2
(chat-bison-001), and Falcon7b-instruct, which
represent different architectures, sizes, and costs.
GPT3.5-turbo is OpenAI’s high performing inex-
pensive model shown to be effective at performing
most NLP tasks (Gilardi et al., 2023). PaLM2 is a
family of generative models launched by Google
and shown to outperform human raters on many
tasks (Suzgun et al., 2023; Sarkar et al., 2023). We
picked Falcon7b as our third model to find out
how smaller open source LLMs compare against
larger models. Falcon7b is part of the Falcon se-
ries of open source models1 and has 7b parameters.

1https://falconllm.tii.ae/falcon.html

Dataset (#labels) #instances #prompts #LLMs #annotations

Toxicity (2) 3,480 16 3 167,040
Sentiment (5) 2,210 8 3 53,040
Rumour Stance (4) 1,675 16 3 80,400
News frame (9) 1,301 16 3 62,448

Total data 362,928

Table 2: Summary of annotations generated during the
experiment

Compared to its larger siblings, Falcon7b can be
setup without a GPU. At the start of this study
(June 2023), Falcon series was ranked highest on
Hugging Face’s open source LLM leaderboard2.

3.3 Annotation Datasets and Tasks

We conducted our experiments with 4 diverse tasks
(see Table 2) representing different numbers of
output classes and different levels of complexity:

Toxicity: We used the HOT dataset (Wu et al.,
2023) consisting of 3480 social media comments
annotated as toxic or not (i.e., 2 labels) by crowd-
workers.

Sentiment analysis: We used the SST5 dataset
(Socher et al., 2013) for fine-grained sentiment
analysis where each sentiment is assigned to one
of the 5 labels: very negative, somewhat negative,
neutral, somewhat positive, or positive. We used
the test set consisting of 2210 text movie reviews
annotated by crowdworkers.

Rumor stance detection: We used the Ru-
morEval dataset (Gorrell et al., 2019) containing
1675 tweet pairs where the relationship between
tweets is annotated as support, query, comment, or
deny (4 labels) by crowdworkers. The task is more
complex than identifying the relationship between
a tweet and a fixed target (e.g., Hillary Clinton), on
which LLMs have achieved close to SOTA perfor-
mance (Zhang et al., 2022).

News frame identification: We used the GVFC
dataset (Liu et al., 2019) consisting of 1301 news
headlines where expert scholars labeled the fram-
ing of the news article into one of the 9 frame
classes, such as gun rights, public opinion, etc.

Table 2 shows the complete statistics of our
dataset. We follow a complete factorial design be-
tween different prompt designs (2*2*2*2), LLMs
(3), and datasets (4), resulting in a total of 362,928

2https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/
open_llm_leaderboard
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Toxicity Sentiment Stance Frames

Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

Falcon7b 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.07 0.07 0.38 0.23
ChatGPT 0.71 0.65 0.41 0.40 0.62 0.38 0.61 0.51
PaLM2 0.82 0.73 0.53 0.48 0.61 0.44 0.62 0.54

Table 3: Percentage accuracy and F1 (macro) score for
different tasks and LLMs

annotations. The class distribution for each
dataset is also provided in Appendix Table 7.

3.4 Evaluation

Parsing LLM output: We used simple string
matching to extract potential labels from the
LLM’s raw output by matching against the list
of labels provided in the input. If the LLM was
prompted to provide numerical scores, we also ex-
tracted any floats between [0, 1] from the output.
The floats were matched to their corresponding
labels based on the order in which they appeared.
We also removed any text after “explanation” if the
model was prompted to explain its output.

Measuring compliance: When prompting for
an output label, the LLM’s output was considered
compliant if a unique label matching the input la-
bels was extracted from the output. For instance,
a model compliant with the toxicity task returned
"yes" or "no" labels. When prompting for numer-
ical scores, the output was considered compliant
if at least one valid label was extracted from the
output and the sum of scores assigned to the ex-
tracted labels belonged to [0.99, 1.01]. We report
our results by computing percentage compliance
on the complete dataset.

Measuring accuracy: To calculate accuracy,
we compared the LLM-generated labels with the
human annotations provided for each dataset. We
reported both F1 score (macro) and percentage ac-
curacy in our results. We included only compliant
outputs when measuring accuracy.

4 Results

First, we compare the overall accuracy and compli-
ance for ChatGPT, Falcon7b, and PaLM2 on each
task, and then present a breakdown of their compli-
ance and accuracy for different prompt designs.

Figure 2: Percentage compliance for different tasks and
LLMs.

4.1 Comparing LLMs

4.1.1 Compliance
We find that ChatGPT is the most compliant model
for all tasks (see Figure 2). The smallest model,
Falcon7b, is the least compliant on all tasks except
news frame identification, for which PaLM2 is the
least compliant due to frequent refusals. Figure
3 shows PaLM2’s refusal to perform news frame
identification and other examples of noncompli-
ance. Falcon7b often ignored instructions and gen-
erated arbitrary outputs. In other cases, LLMs
generated incorrect class labels or failed to comply
with numerical rules.

4.1.2 Accuracy
Table 3 shows the overall accuracy and F1 score
(macro) for all LLMs and tasks. Comparing
both accuracy and F1 score, PaLM2 is the best-
performing model on all tasks. Falcon7b is signifi-
cantly less accurate than ChatGPT and PaLM2.

4.2 Comparing Prompts

4.2.1 Compliance
Overview: Table 4 presents a breakdown of LLMs’
compliance for different prompt designs. For toxi-
city annotations, a task with only two class labels,
compliance is high for all prompt and model com-
binations. But for other tasks, compliance varies
by prompt and model. We also find that models
exhibit differing levels of compliance for different
prompts, with ChatGPT being the most consistent
across prompts. Below, we highlight a few key
observations for individual prompt designs.

Definition (yes/no): Prompting with class defi-
nitions reduces compliance for both Falcon7b and
PaLM2 on rumor stance (4 classes) and news frame
annotations (9 classes). Multiple class definitions
make input instructions more complex and diffi-
cult to follow. We do not observe this relationship
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Figure 3: Examples demonstrating LLM noncompliance

Toxicity Sentiment Rumor stance News Frames

Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT

Definition (yes) 87.77 99.68 99.71 — — — 42.73 80.63 99.68 37.74 0.73 98.53
Definition (no) 87.68 99.58 99.91 62.05 84.78 99.06 45.93 90.77 99.90 64.98 40.43 89.78

Explanation (yes) 87.07 99.55 99.71 64.80 91.65 98.17 54.90 86.29 99.62 63.90 21.14 95.80
Explanation (no) 88.38 99.72 99.91 59.31 77.91 99.95 33.76 85.10 99.96 38.83 20.02 92.51

Output Type (label) 87.09 99.57 99.89 83.22 77.01 100.00 71.85 97.37 99.98 83.29 19.05 99.93
Output Type (score) 88.35 99.70 99.73 40.88 92.55 98.12 16.81 74.02 99.60 19.43 22.11 88.37

Length (standard) 88.11 99.58 99.99 63.52 95.97 99.85 42.20 74.43 99.94 50.73 26.30 93.51
Length (concise) 87.34 99.69 99.63 60.59 73.59 98.27 46.46 96.96 99.63 52.00 14.86 94.79

Table 4: LLM percentage compliance for different prompt designs The more compliant variant of a prompt feature
is highlighted in bold (∆ > 2%)

Figure 4: Falcon7b’s response on the same data when
prompted with/without explanation

between definitions and compliance for ChatGPT
which has demonstrated superior reasoning and
dialogue capability compared to other LLMs (Qin
et al., 2023).

Explanation (yes/no): Prompting for an expla-
nation in the output increases compliance for some
task and model combinations: PaLM2 (sentiment),
ChatGPT (news frames), and Falcon7b (sentiment,
rumor stance, and news frames). Specific examples
(see Figure 4) suggest that LLMs are less likely to
respond with nonexistent or missing class labels
when prompted to explain their output.

Prompt length (standard/concise): Prompting
ChatGPT with concise prompts has little impact
on its compliance. This offers a significant cost

advantage as ChatGPT’s costs depend on the num-
ber of input tokens, and the concise version of a
prompt on average contains 40% fewer tokens. We
do not observe this relationship between prompt
length and compliance for other LLMs.

Output type (label/score): Prompting for nu-
merical scores instead of label class decreases
compliance for Falcon7b (sentiment and rumor
stance), PaLM2 (rumor stance), and ChatGPT
(news frame). Noncompliance is often due to
LLMs assigning the same score to each label, or
providing scores with sum greater than 1 (Figure
3). This is expected given LLMs’ limitations in
understanding numerical rules (Zhao et al., 2023).

While prompting PaLM2 for numerical scores
increases compliance for sentiment annotations, ex-
amples show that PaLM2 sometimes responds with
coarse sentiment labels (instead of fine-grained)
leading to noncompliance. This, however, is less
likely to happen when PaLM2 is prompted for nu-
merical scores (detailed example provided in Ap-
pendix Table 8).
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Toxicity Sentiment Rumor stance Frames

Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT

Definition (yes) 24.20 81.13 73.11 — — — 7.27 60.87 61.51 38.06 76.32 67.77
Definition (no) 31.36 82.70 69.45 28.78 53.23 41.20 7.35 61.65 61.83 37.71 62.05 53.18

Explanation (yes) 23.23 81.13 71.22 34.11 55.70 36.21 7.28 60.04 63.72 41.86 68.00 54.88
Explanation (no) 32.25 82.70 71.34 22.96 50.33 46.11 7.37 62.55 59.62 31.21 56.29 66.96

Output type (label) 17.68 85.09 73.99 31.00 57.52 46.39 7.25 67.44 69.87 37.70 63.64 67.49
output type (score) 37.73 78.75 68.56 24.27 49.66 35.91 7.55 53.18 53.44 38.43 61.15 53.26

Length (standard) 31.85 85.35 73.38 27.12 51.45 39.46 7.57 61.62 63.38 33.38 61.64 63.57
Length (concise) 23.67 78.48 69.17 30.53 55.56 42.97 7.07 61.03 59.95 42.18 63.48 58.10

Table 5: LLM percentage accuracy for different prompt designs. The more accurate variant of a prompt feature is
highlighted in bold (∆ > 2%)

Label Explanation (yes) Explanation (no) ∆

very positive 1.43 5.05 -3.62
somewhat positive 16.74 33.25 -16.51
neutral 54.37 19.68 34.69
somewhat negative 19.57 26.12 -6.55

ChatGPT on
Sentiment

very negative 7.89 15.90 -8.01

True 91.59 78.42 13.17Falcon7b on
Toxicity False 8.41 21.58 -13.17

Table 6: Percentage distribution of generated labels
when prompting LLMs with or without explanations

4.2.2 Accuracy
Table 5 presents a breakdown of LLMs’ accuracy
(F1 scores provided in the Appendix Table 9) for
different prompt designs. We find that the impact
of prompt design on accuracy is highly model and
task dependent. Below, we highlight a few key
observations for individual prompt designs.

Definition (yes/no): Prompting with class def-
initions increases accuracy for ChatGPT (toxic-
ity and news frames) and PaLM2 (news frames)3.
What is considered “toxic” can vary widely (Wu
et al., 2023), and news frames can be defined in
multiple ways (Nicholls and Culpepper, 2021).
Providing definitions can standardize these inter-
pretations, leading to more accurate outputs from
LLMs. We do not observe this trend for the smaller
model, Falcon7b.

Prompt length (standard/concise): Prompting
with concise prompts results in sentiment anno-
tations with the same or higher accuracy for all
LLMs. This is advantageous as concise prompts
can reduce the costs of annotation. However, for
toxicity annotations, concise prompts lead to lower
accuracy for all LLMs, highlighting a tradeoff be-
tween cost and quality. While concise prompts can

3Although PaLM2’s accuracy is measured on a very small
subset of the complete data (<1%) on which the model is
compliant

be efficient and cost-saving for some tasks, more
detailed prompts may be necessary for achieving
higher accuracy on complex tasks, such as toxicity.

Output type (label/score): Prompting for nu-
merical scores instead of label class decreases the
accuracy for all LLMs on all tasks (except for Fal-
con7b on toxicity).

Explanation (yes/no): Prompting for an expla-
nation in the output has a mixed impact on the
accuracy of annotations depending on tasks and
LLMs. In particular, prompting ChatGPT for ex-
planation reduces the accuracy of sentiment and
news frames annotations. Prompting Falcon7b for
explanation also reduces accuracy of toxicity an-
notations. This undesirable impact undermines
the potential of LLMs at generating human-like
explanations (Huang et al., 2023).

Further investigation shows that the impact of
prompting with explanations on accuracy can be
attributed to a major change in the distribution of
LLM-generated labels. Table 6 shows two exam-
ples. For sentiment labels generated by ChatGPT
and toxicity labels generated by Falcon7b, the class
distributions differed significantly depending on
whether the model was prompted to provide an
explanation or not.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We empirically analyze the impact of prompt de-
sign on the quality of LLM-generated annotations
using multiple LLMs and a diverse set of tasks.
Our analysis reveals evidence-driven best prac-
tices for designing effective prompts. For example,
prompting LLMs to explain their output improves
their compliance with prompt instructions. Our
findings also uncover inconsistencies in the impact
of prompt design. For instance, prompting with
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the definition of toxicity improved the accuracy for
ChatGPT, but not for PaLM2 or Falcon7b. Such
inconsistencies highlight the need for researchers
to carefully consider their prompt choices, as ar-
bitrary decisions can influence conclusions about
LLM performance, particularly when comparing
different models.

Additionally, different prompt designs can also
cause large shifts in the distributions of LLM-
generated annotations, which can substantively af-
fect social science research results. In the sec-
tions that follow, we unpack some of these impli-
cations and highlight potential directions for future
research. We hope our study will serve as a foun-
dation for further exploration into developing more
effective and nuanced prompts for utilizing LLMs
across various domains.

5.1 Context-dependent Prompt Design

In many cases, researchers or practitioners design
LLM prompts that are highly influenced by their
requirements and the context. For instance, Li et al.
(2024) prompted ChatGPT to provide probabili-
ties of content being harmful or toxic instead of
directly labeling the content. They argue that con-
tent moderators can use these numerical scores to
better control content filtering. However, our find-
ings indicate that prompting LLMs for numerical
scores almost always leads to lower compliance
across all models and tasks. This is not surpris-
ing given LLMs’ limited numerical reasoning ca-
pabilities (Zhao et al., 2023). Nonetheless, it is
crucial to recognize this limitation as addressing
non-compliance will require additional resources.

In scenarios where output labels can be inter-
preted in multiple ways, such as news frames
(Nicholls and Culpepper, 2021) or toxicity (Wu
et al., 2023), practitioners might benefit from pro-
viding their own definitions to generate more accu-
rate annotations. When accountability is a priority,
practitioners may also want LLMs to explain their
output. Interestingly, prompting for explanations
can lead to more compliant outputs since LLMs
are more likely to mention the correct class labels.
However, as noted above, this can also cause signif-
icant shifts in the distribution of generated labels,
which we discuss further below.

5.2 Implications of Prompting for CSS

The success of LLM prompting has led to many ap-
plications in social science research (Ziems et al.,
2024), such as monitoring public opinion (Zhang
et al., 2022) and quantifying online toxic content
(Li et al., 2024). Our results indicate that conclu-
sions drawn from such research are highly depen-
dent on the prompt design. For example, when
annotating sentiment labels without prompting for
an explanation, ChatGPT annotated ∼19% of the
data as neutral. However, when prompted to ex-
plain its output, ChatGPT labeled over 54% of the
data as neutral (see Table 6). Given the widespread
applications of sentiment analysis for monitoring
public opinion, such large systemic shifts in re-
ported sentiment labels can lead to significant over-
or underrepresentation of opinions. Furthermore,
models trained using LLM-generated datasets will
likely perpetuate these shifts in distribution. For
instance, Falcon7b annotated 13% more content as
toxic when prompted to explain its output. Train-
ing a content moderation model on this dataset,
or using Falcon7b directly, could result in more
content being filtered or removed, exacerbating
concerns of overmoderation (Ferrara, 2023).

The reasons behind these shifts are unclear and
could be due to differences in model architecture
or the nature of training, including reinforcement
learning from human feedback (RLHF). Never-
theless, social scientists should be cautious about
the downstream impact of prompt variations on
understanding social phenomena. When using
LLMs, rather than using a single prompt unques-
tioningly, researchers should carefully evaluate sev-
eral prompting strategies within their domain of
interest, and potentially use several prompts for
robustness when making claims.

Future work should also explore potential strate-
gies for mitigating these issues. One potential ap-
proach is to combine results across several prompts,
similar to how crowdsourcing involves indepen-
dent raters annotating the same content to improve
the quality of annotations. Recent research (Echter-
hoff et al., 2024) shows that LLMs are capable of
self-help debiasing to mitigate cognitive biases in
input prompts. Therefore, exploring whether mod-
els can identify and self-correct large shifts in the
distribution of generated labels induced by prompt
variations could be a promising direction.
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6 Limitations

Conducting rigorous evaluation of LLMs is chal-
lenging because we cannot determine whether
these models have been exposed to our chosen
datasets during their training phases, particularly
popular datasets like SST-5. However, the fact that
LLMs in our study fail to surpass existing base-
lines and show performance variability with differ-
ent prompt designs suggests that any potential data
leakage had limited impact on our findings.

Due to limited API availability and compute re-
sources, we restricted our study to three LLMs.
We only considered LLMs that were released as
of June 2023. Due to our large-scale multifacto-
rial design (2x2x2x2), we excluded more expen-
sive models, such as Claude or GPT-4. Given our
findings that the impact of prompt design depends
on individual models, including their architecture
and training data, we caution readers from gen-
eralizing our findings to other LLMs. Neverthe-
less, our inclusion of a smaller model, Falcon7b,
reveals that its compliance decreases drastically
as input prompts become more complex, such as
when prompting for numerical scores. This finding
underscores the need for future research to investi-
gate alternative prompting techniques better suited
for smaller, more affordable models.

Our study, with 16 prompts, is an extensive com-
parison of LLMs. However, the space of prompting
is vast, and many variations for each prompt as-
pect are possible. Our results analyzed one prompt
variation at a time, leaving open the possibility
that different prompt variations may interact and
produce different impacts.

Despite these limitations, our research provides
a foundation for future studies to explore additional
prompt designs and investigate the interactions be-
tween different design choices. We hope our find-
ings will inspire continued research in this area,
leading to more effective and nuanced prompting
strategies for a variety of LLMs.
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A Appendix

A.1 Note on news frame identification task
The input prompt for news frame identification in-
structed LLMs to provide up to two frame classes
in their outputs. This prompt design is based on
the instructions given to human annotators when
the dataset was initially annotated in prior work.
However, the original paper’s authors noted that
less than 10% of the data was assigned more than
one class. Consequently, the computational model
introduced in the paper, and subsequent models
trained on this data, treated the task as a single-
class label and measured performance using only
the first label provided by the human annotators.

For consistency, we followed the same approach in
our analysis and considered news frame identifica-
tion as a single-label task.
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Table 7: Class distribution in original datasets used for our experiment

Dataset #instances #prompts #LLMs #annotations

Toxicity 3480 16 3 167,040
no 2885
yes 595
Sentiment 2210 8 3 53,040
very positive 399
somewhat positive 510
neutral 389
somewhat negative 633
very negative 279
Rumour Stance 1675 16 3 80,400
comment 1405
support 104
deny 100
query 66
News frame 1301 16 3 62,448
Politics 380
Public opinion 237
Gun control 215
School and public space 130
Race and ethnicity 114
Economic consequences 81
Mental health 65
Society and culture 41
Gun rights 38

Total 362,928

Table 8: Example output generated by PaLM2 on sentiment annotation. PaLM2 is more likely to generate
(compliant) fine-grained sentiment labels when prompted for numerical scores.

data_id output type raw output is_compliant

1820 label negative 0
1820 label negative 0
1820 label negative, The text is negative because it is about a fish dying. 0
1820 label Negative. The text is about a fish out of water, which is a metaphor for someone who is not in their element and is therefore likely to fail. 0
1820 score very negative 0.9999999999999999 very negative 0.9999999999999999 very negative 0.9999999999999999 very negative 0.9999999999999999 1
1820 score very negative 0.9999999999999999, somewhat negative 0.0, neutral 0.0, somewhat positive 0.0, very positive 0.0 1
1820 score very negative 0.99; The text is very negative because it is about a fish that is out of water and will die. 1
1820 score very negative 0.99 , The text is about a fish out of water. Fish out of water usually die. So the text is very negative. 1

Table 9: LLM F1 scores for different prompt designs

Toxicity Sentiment Rumor stance News frames

Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT Falcon7b PaLM2 ChatGPT

Definition (yes) 0.24 0.72 0.67 — — — 0.06 0.47 0.38 0.25 0.53 0.62
Definition (no) 0.31 0.74 0.64 0.29 0.48 0.40 0.07 0.42 0.37 0.21 0.54 0.47

Explanation (yes) 0.23 0.72 0.65 0.34 0.51 0.34 0.07 0.45 0.39 0.26 0.60 0.48
Explanation (no) 0.32 0.74 0.65 0.19 0.46 0.44 0.05 0.44 0.37 0.19 0.46 0.62

Output type (label) 0.16 0.76 0.67 0.31 0.53 0.42 0.06 0.50 0.42 0.22 0.56 0.58
output type (score) 0.37 0.70 0.63 0.23 0.44 0.36 0.08 0.38 0.33 0.23 0.53 0.44

Length (standard) 0.32 0.76 0.67 0.24 0.46 0.38 0.07 0.44 0.38 0.21 0.52 0.52
Length (concise) 0.23 0.70 0.64 0.30 0.51 0.41 0.07 0.45 0.37 0.24 0.60 0.51
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Table 10: Set of prompts used in the experiment

Prompt key Prompt string
0 toxicity-no_definition-

label-no_explanation
I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. In your output, I want you to respond
with a yes if the text is toxic, otherwise respond with a no. Only
respond with a yes or a no. Do not provide any other outputs or
any explanation for your output. Text: <>

1 toxicity-no_definition-
label-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by determining if the text is toxic
or not. Respond with only a yes or no. No other outputs or
explanations needed. Text: <>

2 toxicity-no_definition-
label-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. In your output, I want you to respond
with a yes if the text is toxic, otherwise respond with a no. Only
respond with a yes or a no. In your output, I also want you to
provide an explanation for the output. Provide your response in
the first line and provide the explanation for your response in
the second line. Text: <>

3 toxicity-no_definition-
label-explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by determining if the provided
text is toxic. Respond with a yes or no and provide an explana-
tion for your response in two lines. Text: <>

4 toxicity-no_definition-
score-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. In your output, I want you to provide
a number between 0 and 1 where the number represents the
probability of the text being toxic. A higher score indicates a
higher probability of the text being toxic. Only respond with a
number between 0 and 1. Do not provide any other outputs or
any explanation for your output. Text: <>

5 toxicity-no_definition-
score-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by determining if the text is toxic.
Provide a number between 0 and 1 indicating the probability of
toxicity, with a higher score indicating higher probability. Only
provide the number, no other outputs or explanations. Text: <>

6 toxicity-no_definition-
score-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. In your output, I want you to provide
a number between 0 and 1 where the number represents the
probability of the text being toxic. A higher score indicates a
higher probability of the text being toxic. Only respond with
a number between 0 and 1. In your output, I also want you to
provide an explanation for the output. Provide your response in
the first line and provide the explanation for your response in
the second line. Text: <>

7 toxicity-no_definition-
score-explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by reading the text and determining its
toxicity level with a number between 0 and 1. Higher scores in-
dicate higher toxicity. Include an explanation for your response
in the output. Text: <>
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8 toxicity-definition-label-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. For this task, I also want you to consider
the following definition of toxicity: A rude, disrespectful, or
unreasonable comment that is likely to make individuals leave
a discussion. Annotate the text as toxic only if it satisfies the
definition provided above, otherwise do not annotate it as toxic.
In your output, I want you to respond with a yes if the text is
toxic, otherwise respond with a no. Only respond with a yes or
a no. Do not provide any other outputs or any explanation for
your output. Text: <>

9 toxicity-definition-label-
no_explanation-concise

Perform data annotation task. Read text and determine toxicity
based on definition: rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable com-
ment likely to make individuals leave discussion. Respond with
yes if toxic, otherwise no. No other outputs or explanations.
Text: <>

10 toxicity-definition-label-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. For this task, I also want you to consider
the following definition of toxicity: A rude, disrespectful, or
unreasonable comment that is likely to make individuals leave
a discussion. Annotate the text as toxic only if it satisfies the
definition provided above, otherwise do not annotate it as toxic.
In your output, I want you to respond with a yes if the text
is toxic, otherwise respond with a no. Only respond with a
yes or a no. In your output, I also want you to provide an
explanation for the output. Provide your response in the first
line and provide the explanation for your response in the second
line. Text: <>

11 toxicity-definition-label-
explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by determining if the text below
is toxic. Use the definition of toxicity as a rude, disrespectful,
or unreasonable comment likely to make individuals leave a dis-
cussion. Respond with a yes or no and provide an explanation
for your response. Text: <>

12 toxicity-definition-score-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. For this task, I also want you to consider
the following definition of toxicity: A rude, disrespectful, or
unreasonable comment that is likely to make individuals leave
a discussion. Annotate the text as toxic only if it satisfies the
definition provided above, otherwise do not annotate it as toxic.
In your output, I want you to provide a number between 0 and
1 where the number represents the probability of the text being
toxic. A higher score indicates a higher probability of the text
being toxic. Only respond with a number between 0 and 1.
Do not provide any other outputs or any explanation for your
output. Text: <>
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13 toxicity-definition-score-
no_explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by determining if the text is toxic. Use
the definition of toxicity as a rude, disrespectful, or unreason-
able comment likely to make individuals leave a discussion.
Annotate as toxic only if it meets this definition. Provide a
number between 0 and 1 indicating the probability of toxicity,
with a higher score indicating a higher probability. Do not
provide any other outputs or explanations. Text: <>

14 toxicity-definition-score-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text provided below and determine whether
the text is toxic or not. For this task, I also want you to consider
the following definition of toxicity: A rude, disrespectful, or
unreasonable comment that is likely to make individuals leave
a discussion. Annotate the text as toxic only if it satisfies the
definition provided above, otherwise do not annotate it as toxic.
In your output, I want you to provide a number between 0 and
1 where the number represents the probability of the text being
toxic. A higher score indicates a higher probability of the text
being toxic. Only respond with a number between 0 and 1. In
your output, I also want you to provide an explanation for the
output. Provide your response in the first line and provide the
explanation for your response in the second line. Text: <>

15 toxicity-definition-score-
explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by determining if the text is toxic. Use
the definition of toxicity as a rude, disrespectful, or unreason-
able comment likely to make individuals leave a discussion.
Annotate as toxic only if it meets this definition. Provide a
probability score between 0 and 1, with a higher score indicat-
ing a higher probability of toxicity. Include an explanation for
the score in the output. Text: <>

16 stance-no_definition-label-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet
2 in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one
of the four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports,
denies, questions, or comments on tweet 1. In your output, only
respond with the name of the class: support, deny, question, or
comment, depending on the relation you identify between tweet
1 and tweet 2. Do not respond with any other output. Do not
provide any other outputs or any explanation for your output.
Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

17 stance-no_definition-label-
no_explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by reading two tweets and identifying
the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from four classes:
support, deny, question, or comment. Only provide the name
of the class in your output without any additional explanation.
Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>
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18 stance-no_definition-label-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet
2 in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one
of the four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports,
denies, questions, or comments on tweet 1. In your output, only
respond with the name of the class: support, deny, question,
or comment, depending on the relation you identify between
tweet 1 and tweet 2. Do not respond with any other output.
In your output, I also want you to provide an explanation for
the output. Provide your response in the first line and provide
the explanation for your response in the second line. Tweet 1:
<>Tweet 2: <>

19 stance-no_definition-label-
explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by reading two tweets and iden-
tifying the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from four
classes: support, deny, question, or comment. Only provide
the class name in your output and include an explanation in the
second line. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

20 stance-no_definition-
score-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. In your output, I want you
to provide a probability score for each of the 4 classes. The
probability of each class should be a number between 0 and
1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of that
class. Since there are only 4 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. Do not provide any other outputs or any
explanation for your output. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

21 stance-no_definition-
score-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by reading 2 tweets and determining
tweet 2’s stance towards tweet 1. Choose from 4 classes: sup-
port, deny, question, or comment. Provide probability scores
for each class, with higher numbers indicating higher probabil-
ity. Total probability scores should equal 1. Output only class
names and scores, no explanations. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>
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22 stance-no_definition-
score-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. In your output, I want you
to provide a probability score for each of the 4 classes. The
probability of each class should be a number between 0 and
1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of that
class. Since there are only 4 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. In your output, I also want you to provide
an explanation for the output. Provide your response in the
first line and provide the explanation for your response in the
second line. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

23 stance-no_definition-
score-explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by analyzing two tweets and
determining the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Categorize
tweet 2 as supporting, denying, questioning, or commenting
on tweet 1 and provide a probability score for each class. The
sum of the probability scores should be 1. Output the name of
the class and its probability score for each line. Additionally,
provide an explanation for your response in the second line of
the output. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

24 stance-definition-label-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. For this task, respond with
support if the reply supports the claim, respond with deny if
the reply disagrees with the claim, respond with question if the
reply is asking for additional evidence in relation to the claim,
and respond with comment if the reply is making its own claim
without a clear contribution to assessing the veracity of the
claim. You must follow the instructions mentioned above when
providing your response. Do not provide a response that does
not align with the instructions. In your output, only respond
with the name of the class: support, deny, question, or comment,
depending on the relation you identify between tweet 1 and
tweet 2. Do not respond with any other output. Do not provide
any other outputs or any explanation for your output. Tweet 1:
<>Tweet 2: <>

25 stance-definition-label-
no_explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by reading two tweets and deter-
mining the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from four
classes: support, deny, question, or comment. Only respond
with the name of the class that aligns with the instructions. Do
not provide any other output or explanation. Tweet 1: <>Tweet
2: <>
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26 stance-definition-label-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. For this task, respond with
support if the reply supports the claim, respond with deny if
the reply disagrees with the claim, respond with question if the
reply is asking for additional evidence in relation to the claim,
and respond with comment if the reply is making its own claim
without a clear contribution to assessing the veracity of the
claim. You must follow the instructions mentioned above when
providing your response. Do not provide a response that does
not align with the instructions. In your output, only respond
with the name of the class: support, deny, question, or comment,
depending on the relation you identify between tweet 1 and
tweet 2. Do not respond with any other output. In your output, I
also want you to provide an explanation for the output. Provide
your response in the first line and provide the explanation for
your response in the second line. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

27 stance-definition-label-
explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by reading two tweets and identifying
the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from four classes:
support, deny, question, or comment. Respond with only the
class name and provide an explanation for your choice in the
second line. Follow the instructions and do not deviate from
them. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

28 stance-definition-score-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. For this task, respond with
support if the reply supports the claim, respond with deny if
the reply disagrees with the claim, respond with question if
the reply is asking for additional evidence in relation to the
claim, and respond with comment if the reply is making its own
claim without a clear contribution to assessing the veracity of
the claim. You must follow the instructions mentioned above
when providing your response. Do not provide a response that
does not align with the instructions. In your output, I want you
to provide a probability score for each of the 4 classes. The
probability of each class should be a number between 0 and
1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of that
class. Since there are only 4 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. Do not provide any other outputs or any
explanation for your output. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>
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29 stance-definition-score-
no_explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by reading two tweets and de-
termining the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from
four classes: support, deny, question, or comment. Respond
with the name of the class and a probability score between 0
and 1 for each class. The sum of the probability scores should
be 1. Follow the instructions carefully and do not provide any
additional outputs or explanations. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

30 stance-definition-score-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read two tweets and determine the stance of tweet 2
in response to tweet 1. Your response must belong to one of the
four classes, depending on whether tweet 2 supports, denies,
questions, or comments on tweet 1. For this task, respond with
support if the reply supports the claim, respond with deny if
the reply disagrees with the claim, respond with question if
the reply is asking for additional evidence in relation to the
claim, and respond with comment if the reply is making its own
claim without a clear contribution to assessing the veracity of
the claim. You must follow the instructions mentioned above
when providing your response. Do not provide a response that
does not align with the instructions. In your output, I want you
to provide a probability score for each of the 4 classes. The
probability of each class should be a number between 0 and
1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of that
class. Since there are only 4 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. In your output, I also want you to provide
an explanation for the output. Provide your response in the
first line and provide the explanation for your response in the
second line. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

31 stance-definition-score-
explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by analyzing two tweets and determin-
ing the stance of tweet 2 towards tweet 1. Choose from four
classes: support, deny, question, or comment. Respond with a
probability score for each class, where higher numbers indicate
higher probability. The sum of all probability scores should be
1. Follow the instructions carefully and provide an explanation
for your response. Tweet 1: <>Tweet 2: <>

32 sentiment-no_definition-
label-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text and identify the polarity of the sentiment
that is conveyed. Your response must belong to one of the five
classes, depending on whether the text is very positive, some-
what positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or very negative.
In your output, only respond with the name of the class: very
positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or
very negative, depending on the sentiment that is conveyed in
the text. Do not provide any other outputs or any explanation
for your output. Text: <>
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33 sentiment-no_definition-
label-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by identifying sentiment polarity as
very positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative,
or very negative. Only provide the name of the class in your
output, without any additional explanation. Text: <>

34 sentiment-no_definition-
label-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text and identify the polarity of the sentiment
that is conveyed. Your response must belong to one of the five
classes, depending on whether the text is very positive, some-
what positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or very negative.
In your output, only respond with the name of the class: very
positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or
very negative, depending on the sentiment that is conveyed in
the text. In your output, I also want you to provide an explana-
tion for the output. Provide your response in the first line and
provide the explanation for your response in the second line.
Text: <>

35 sentiment-no_definition-
label-explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by identifying the sentiment
polarity of the text as very positive, somewhat positive, neutral,
somewhat negative, or very negative. Provide only the class
name and an explanation for your response in the first and
second lines of your output, respectively. Text: <>

36 sentiment-no_definition-
score-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text and identify the polarity of the sentiment
that is conveyed. Your response must belong to one of the five
classes, depending on whether the text is very positive, some-
what positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or very negative.
In your output, I want you to provide a probability score for
each of the 5 classes. The probability of each class should be
a number between 0 and 1 where higher numbers represent a
higher probability of that class. Since there are only 5 possible
classes, the sum of their probability scores should always be
equal to 1. For each class, respond with the name of the class
followed by its probability score in each line. Do not provide
any other outputs or any explanation for your output. Text: <>

37 sentiment-no_definition-
score-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by identifying sentiment polarity as
very positive, somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative,
or very negative. Provide probability scores for each class,
with higher numbers indicating higher probability. Sum of
probability scores for all classes should be 1. Respond with
class name and probability score for each line, without any
additional output or explanation. Text: <>
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38 sentiment-no_definition-
score-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is to
carefully read the text and identify the polarity of the sentiment
that is conveyed. Your response must belong to one of the five
classes, depending on whether the text is very positive, some-
what positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or very negative.
In your output, I want you to provide a probability score for
each of the 5 classes. The probability of each class should be
a number between 0 and 1 where higher numbers represent a
higher probability of that class. Since there are only 5 possible
classes, the sum of their probability scores should always be
equal to 1. For each class, respond with the name of the class
followed by its probability score in each line. In your output, I
also want you to provide an explanation for the output. Provide
your response in the first line and provide the explanation for
your response in the second line. Text: <>

39 sentiment-no_definition-
score-explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by identifying the sentiment
polarity of a given text. Choose from five classes: very positive,
somewhat positive, neutral, somewhat negative, or very nega-
tive. Provide a probability score for each class, ranging from
0 to 1, with the sum of all scores equaling 1. Output the name
of each class followed by its probability score, along with an
explanation for your response. Text: <>

40 frames-no_definition-
label-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. In your output, respond with
the frame class the headline belongs to. In your response, you
may provide one additional class if you believe the headline
belongs to multiple classes. Do not respond with more than
2 classes. Only respond with the name of the classes. Do
not respond with any other output. Do not provide any other
outputs or any explanation for your output. Headline: <>

41 frames-no_definition-
label-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news headlines to one
or more of 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion, Society
and culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun con-
trol, Mental health, School and public space safety, Race and
ethnicity. Provide only the name of the class(es) without any
additional output or explanation. Do not assign more than 2
classes per headline. Headline: <>
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42 frames-no_definition-
label-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. In your output, respond with
the frame class the headline belongs to. In your response, you
may provide one additional class if you believe the headline
belongs to multiple classes. Do not respond with more than
2 classes. Only respond with the name of the classes. Do not
respond with any other output. In your output, I also want you
to provide an explanation for the output. Provide your response
in the first line and provide the explanation for your response
in the second line. Headline: <>

43 frames-no_definition-
label-explanation-concise

Perform a data annotation task by assigning news headlines
to one or more of 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion,
Society and culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun
control, Mental health, School and public space safety, Race
and ethnicity. Provide only one or two class names in your
output and an explanation for your choice. Headline: <>

44 frames-no_definition-
score-no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. In your output, I want you to
provide a probabilistic response for each of the 9 frame classes.
The probability of each class should be a number between 0
and 1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of
that class. Since there are 9 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. Do not provide any other outputs or any
explanation for your output. Headline: <>

45 frames-no_definition-
score-no_explanation-
concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news headlines to 1 or
more of 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion, Society and
culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun control, Men-
tal health, School and public space safety, Race and ethnicity.
Provide a probabilistic response for each class, with a score
between 0 and 1. The sum of scores for all classes should be 1.
Output only the class name and its probability score for each
line. No additional output or explanation needed. Headline: <>
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46 frames-no_definition-
score-explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. In your output, I want you to
provide a probabilistic response for each of the 9 frame classes.
The probability of each class should be a number between 0
and 1 where higher numbers represent a higher probability of
that class. Since there are 9 possible classes, the sum of their
probability scores should always be equal to 1. For each class,
respond with the name of the class followed by its probability
score in each line. In your output, I also want you to provide
an explanation for the output. Provide your response in the
first line and provide the explanation for your response in the
second line. Headline: <>

47 frames-no_definition-
score-explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news article frames. Read
headlines and assign one or more of 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public space
safety, Race and ethnicity. Output probabilistic response for
each class, with a number between 0 and 1. Sum of probability
scores should equal 1. Provide name of class and probability
score for each line. Explain output in first and second line of
response. Headline: <>
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48 frames-definition-label-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public space
safety, Race and ethnicity. Annotation guidelines: For this task,
additional instructions for each of the frame class are provided
below: 1) Gun rights: The story is related to the Constitution,
the second amendment, and protection of individual liberty
and gun ownership as a right, 2) Gun control: The story is
about issues related to regulating guns through legislation and
other institutional measures. 3) Politics: The story is mainly
about the political issues around guns and shootings. 4) Mental
health: The story is about issues related to individuals’ mental
illnesses or emotional well-being, or the mental health system
as a whole. 5) School and public space safety: Issues related to
institutional and school safety 6) Race and ethnicity: The story
is about gun issues related to certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public
opinion: The story is about the public’s, including a certain
community’s reactions to gun-related issues. 8) Society and
culture: Societal-wide factors that are related to gun violence.
9) Economic consequences: The story is about financial losses
or gains, or the costs involved in gun-related issues. You must
follow the instructions mentioned above when providing your
response. Do not provide a response that does not align with
the instructions. In your output, respond with the frame class
the headline belongs to. In your response, you may provide one
additional class if you believe the headline belongs to multiple
classes. Do not respond with more than 2 classes. Only respond
with the name of the classes. Do not respond with any other
output. Do not provide any other outputs or any explanation for
your output. Headline: <>
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49 frames-definition-label-
no_explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news headlines to one
or more of 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion, Society
and culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun control,
Mental health, School and public space safety, Race and ethnic-
ity. Follow provided guidelines for each class. 1) Gun rights:
The story is related to the Constitution, the second amendment,
and protection of individual liberty and gun ownership as a
right, 2) Gun control: The story is about issues related to regu-
lating guns through legislation and other institutional measures.
3) Politics: The story is mainly about the political issues around
guns and shootings. 4) Mental health: The story is about issues
related to individuals’ mental illnesses or emotional well-being,
or the mental health system as a whole. 5) School and public
space safety: Issues related to institutional and school safety
6) Race and ethnicity: The story is about gun issues related to
certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public opinion: The story is about
the public’s, including a certain community’s reactions to gun-
related issues. 8) Society and culture: Societal-wide factors that
are related to gun violence. 9) Economic consequences: The
story is about financial losses or gains, or the costs involved in
gun-related issues. Provide only the name of the class(es) and
do not exceed 2 classes. Headline: <>
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50 frames-definition-label-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public space
safety, Race and ethnicity. Annotation guidelines: For this task,
additional instructions for each of the frame class are provided
below: 1) Gun rights: The story is related to the Constitution,
the second amendment, and protection of individual liberty
and gun ownership as a right, 2) Gun control: The story is
about issues related to regulating guns through legislation and
other institutional measures. 3) Politics: The story is mainly
about the political issues around guns and shootings. 4) Mental
health: The story is about issues related to individuals’ mental
illnesses or emotional well-being, or the mental health system
as a whole. 5) School and public space safety: Issues related to
institutional and school safety 6) Race and ethnicity: The story
is about gun issues related to certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public
opinion: The story is about the public’s, including a certain
community’s reactions to gun-related issues. 8) Society and
culture: Societal-wide factors that are related to gun violence.
9) Economic consequences: The story is about financial losses
or gains, or the costs involved in gun-related issues. You must
follow the instructions mentioned above when providing your
response. Do not provide a response that does not align with
the instructions. In your output, respond with the frame class
the headline belongs to. In your response, you may provide
one additional class if you believe the headline belongs to
multiple classes. Do not respond with more than 2 classes.
Only respond with the name of the classes. Do not respond
with any other output. In your output, I also want you to provide
an explanation for the output. Provide your response in the first
line and provide the explanation for your response in the second
line. Headline: <>
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51 frames-definition-label-
explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news article frames. As-
sign one or more of the following 9 frame classes to each
headline: Politics, Public opinion, Society and culture, Eco-
nomic consequences, Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health,
School and public space safety, Race and ethnicity. Follow
the provided guidelines for each class. 1) Gun rights: The
story is related to the Constitution, the second amendment, and
protection of individual liberty and gun ownership as a right,
2) Gun control: The story is about issues related to regulating
guns through legislation and other institutional measures. 3)
Politics: The story is mainly about the political issues around
guns and shootings. 4) Mental health: The story is about issues
related to individuals’ mental illnesses or emotional well-being,
or the mental health system as a whole. 5) School and public
space safety: Issues related to institutional and school safety
6) Race and ethnicity: The story is about gun issues related to
certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public opinion: The story is about
the public’s, including a certain community’s reactions to gun-
related issues. 8) Society and culture: Societal-wide factors that
are related to gun violence. 9) Economic consequences: The
story is about financial losses or gains, or the costs involved
in gun-related issues. Provide only one or two classes in your
response and an explanation for your choice. Do not provide
any other output. Headline: <>
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52 frames-definition-score-
no_explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. Annotation guidelines: For
this task, additional instructions for each of the frame class are
provided below: 1) Gun rights: The story is related to the Con-
stitution, the second amendment, and protection of individual
liberty and gun ownership as a right, 2) Gun control: The story
is about issues related to regulating guns through legislation and
other institutional measures. 3) Politics: The story is mainly
about the political issues around guns and shootings. 4) Mental
health: The story is about issues related to individuals’ mental
illnesses or emotional well-being, or the mental health system
as a whole. 5) School and public space safety: Issues related to
institutional and school safety 6) Race and ethnicity: The story
is about gun issues related to certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public
opinion: The story is about the public’s, including a certain
community’s reactions to gun-related issues. 8) Society and
culture: Societal-wide factors that are related to gun violence.
9) Economic consequences: The story is about financial losses
or gains, or the costs involved in gun-related issues. You must
follow the instructions mentioned above when providing your
response. Do not provide a response that does not align with
the instructions. In your output, I want you to provide a proba-
bilistic response for each of the 9 frame classes. The probability
of each class should be a number between 0 and 1 where higher
numbers represent a higher probability of that class. Since there
are 9 possible classes, the sum of their probability scores should
always be equal to 1. For each class, respond with the name of
the class followed by its probability score in each line. Do not
provide any other outputs or any explanation for your output.
Headline: <>
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53 frames-definition-score-
no_explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news headlines to one
or more of the 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion, So-
ciety and culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun
control, Mental health, School and public space safety, Race
and ethnicity. Follow the provided guidelines for each class. 1)
Gun rights: The story is related to the Constitution, the second
amendment, and protection of individual liberty and gun owner-
ship as a right, 2) Gun control: The story is about issues related
to regulating guns through legislation and other institutional
measures. 3) Politics: The story is mainly about the politi-
cal issues around guns and shootings. 4) Mental health: The
story is about issues related to individuals’ mental illnesses or
emotional well-being, or the mental health system as a whole.
5) School and public space safety: Issues related to institu-
tional and school safety 6) Race and ethnicity: The story is
about gun issues related to certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public
opinion: The story is about the public’s, including a certain
community’s reactions to gun-related issues. 8) Society and
culture: Societal-wide factors that are related to gun violence.
9) Economic consequences: The story is about financial losses
or gains, or the costs involved in gun-related issues. Provide a
probabilistic response for each class, with a number between
0 and 1 representing the probability of that class. The sum
of all probabilities should be 1. Output the name of the class
followed by its probability score for each line. No other output
or explanation is required. Headline: <>
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54 frames-definition-score-
explanation

I want you to perform a data annotation task. Your task is
to carefully read the headline of a news article and determine
the frame(s) of the news article. Each news headline must be
assigned one or more of the following 9 frame classes: Politics,
Public opinion, Society and culture, Economic consequences,
Gun rights, Gun control, Mental health, School and public
space safety, Race and ethnicity. Annotation guidelines: For
this task, additional instructions for each of the frame class are
provided below: 1) Gun rights: The story is related to the Con-
stitution, the second amendment, and protection of individual
liberty and gun ownership as a right, 2) Gun control: The story
is about issues related to regulating guns through legislation and
other institutional measures. 3) Politics: The story is mainly
about the political issues around guns and shootings. 4) Mental
health: The story is about issues related to individuals’ mental
illnesses or emotional well-being, or the mental health system
as a whole. 5) School and public space safety: Issues related to
institutional and school safety 6) Race and ethnicity: The story
is about gun issues related to certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public
opinion: The story is about the public’s, including a certain
community’s reactions to gun-related issues. 8) Society and
culture: Societal-wide factors that are related to gun violence.
9) Economic consequences: The story is about financial losses
or gains, or the costs involved in gun-related issues. You must
follow the instructions mentioned above when providing your
response. Do not provide a response that does not align with
the instructions. In your output, I want you to provide a proba-
bilistic response for each of the 9 frame classes. The probability
of each class should be a number between 0 and 1 where higher
numbers represent a higher probability of that class. Since there
are 9 possible classes, the sum of their probability scores should
always be equal to 1. For each class, respond with the name
of the class followed by its probability score in each line. In
your output, I also want you to provide an explanation for the
output. Provide your response in the first line and provide the
explanation for your response in the second line. Headline: <>
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55 frames-definition-score-
explanation-concise

Perform data annotation by assigning news headlines to one or
more of the 9 frame classes: Politics, Public opinion, Society
and culture, Economic consequences, Gun rights, Gun control,
Mental health, School and public space safety, Race and ethnic-
ity. Follow the provided guidelines for each class. 1) Gun rights:
The story is related to the Constitution, the second amendment,
and protection of individual liberty and gun ownership as a
right, 2) Gun control: The story is about issues related to regu-
lating guns through legislation and other institutional measures.
3) Politics: The story is mainly about the political issues around
guns and shootings. 4) Mental health: The story is about issues
related to individuals’ mental illnesses or emotional well-being,
or the mental health system as a whole. 5) School and public
space safety: Issues related to institutional and school safety
6) Race and ethnicity: The story is about gun issues related to
certain ethnic group(s) 7) Public opinion: The story is about
the public’s, including a certain community’s reactions to gun-
related issues. 8) Society and culture: Societal-wide factors that
are related to gun violence. 9) Economic consequences: The
story is about financial losses or gains, or the costs involved in
gun-related issues. Provide a probabilistic response for each
class, with a number between 0 and 1 representing the prob-
ability of that class. The sum of all probabilities should be 1.
Output the name of the class followed by its probability score
in each line. Provide an explanation for the output. Headline:
<>
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